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About This Game

Chef allows you to personally don a kitchen apron and embark on an exciting career in the wild world of professional cooking.
Starting with nothing but pocket change, a small restaurant, and an ambitious dream, you’ll ascend from the life of a humble

cook to that of a world-famous chef.

Nothing will prevent you from deciding how to climb to the top of the food chain. Prepare yourself for a true sandbox
experience in which all your management choices matter as you build your gastronomic empire. What will it be? A steakhouse?

A vegan paradise? A pasta palace? An experimental cooking lab? Only you can figure out which path is best for your
establishment.

FEATURES LIST

Create your own avatar and level them up across 6 different skill trees with more than 100 abilities to choose from.

Full restaurant management: Create the restaurant’s location and layout, hire the staff, design the menu, and determine
the restaurant’s policies.

Customize every aspect of your restaurants: Choose from over 150 different variations for floors and walls, and over
200 appliances and decorations that can be individually placed and colored.

Experiment with a realistic recipe editor: Use the skills and ingredients at your disposal to create one-of-a-kind dishes
that are accurately rated by taste and aroma.
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Choose your own cooking style: Specialize in meat or seafood, go vegetarian or vegan, or offer a vast selection of spicy
or exotic dishes. The choice is yours and the world will react to it accordingly.

Hundreds of events and minor storylines will weave an emergent narrative around your choices and actions.

Extended modding support: Getting tired of the game after playing it for two hundred hours? Thanks to Chef’s mod
support, you will never run out of fresh content to enjoy!
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Title: Chef: A Restaurant Tycoon Game
Genre: Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Inner Void
Publisher:
Digital Tribe
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+ (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+ @ 3.2GHz

Memory: 3000 MB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT 630, AMD Radeon HD6570, or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 6500 MB available space

English
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This game had a few issues;
The collision with other enemies is atrocious. You'll often take damage without even touching the incoming ship. The bullets are
ok though;
This collision issue gets worse when you notice the area you can move in around is much smaller than it looks;
It crashed a few times which is really annoying;
Not all menus can be controlled by keyboard, for example I couldn't close the medal earned windows, it's rather annoying to
have to click it with the mouse when I'm mostly playing this with the keyboard;
Speaking of the menus, their click area also seems to be a bit off. Sometimes the option doesn't get lit up even though the mouse
is hovering over it. Should respond to a rectange that expands well beyond the text to avoid such annoyance;
Some weapons seemed clearly more powerful and useful than the others, so that got me into not even bothering with the other
ones;
The default options have to be changed. I only noticed there was a woman talking on the second time I played the game - the
default Music Volume value severely overpowers both the voice (which is quite useful) and the game sounds;
There is a large number of resolutions available... but not mine? (1600x900) Really? C'mon...
Also, the W resolutions (which I suppose stands for Widescreen) for some reason make the game display wrong. It'll not show
up fully to the top, so you'll not see most enemies that appear near the top. I don't know if I crapped the configs up to get that
effect or what, but it happened, so I switched to windowed mode at 1024x768 I settled with that;
The time limit for the bosses is annoying. I killed a boss at the last few seconds of the time limit, and it ran out and killed me
while the boss was exploding. It offered me to continue, which I accepted, it completed the mission and for some reason the
next one no enemies could shoot and they would die a few instants after entering the screen. Not sure if related, but, that's a
glitch right there....

That aside, it was pretty fun, though nothing memorable.
I personally found the soundtrack a bit weird, I felt like I was playing God of War or
some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lol. With each volume the Friendsims dig deeper into alternia's lore, the narrative
becomes more itneresting, more of its darkness is touched, and more and more questions are asked about the individual whom
we are experiencing this series through. And the question of whether or not this is as loosely canonical to the main game
becomes ever harder to answer. Along with how the bleeding hell has the cullbait sunova \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
survived this world XD. Pretty good. I received all Sparkle games within a large game bundle. You definitely see an
improvement in each game, which is understandable.... This 3rd installment is by far the best and it has a good tutorial, which
the other 2 didn't.

Runs on Windows 10.. The cars drive *terribly* and with uncontrollable cars, there's uncontrollable combat.
Also, there's no variation to the gameplay... it's arena battle only, no racing.
Also, the weapon balance is poor.

I gave 45 minuted to Combat Racers, and that was plenty. I don't think there's anything this game does well.. Really love this
game, I have never had this much fun in a game before. Need more playerbase for other server.. Video Review - 
http://youtu.be/hsC5eO_IBhA

Hello I'm Cosmic and welcome to indie puzzle title Wayward Manor developed by the odd gentlemen who are well known for
their début title The Misadventures of P.B. Winterbottom. The story of Wayward Manor comes from best selling author Neil
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Gaiman and is published by moon shark..

Set in a 1920's Victorian Gothic estate, Wayward Manor places you in the role of a recently awoken ghost. The house itself is a
sentient being voiced by Gaiman himself who tells to you about how horrific it's new occupants are and how you are now tasked
with scaring them away as quickly and spookily as possible.

In terms of gameplay, Wayward Manor comprises of levels. There's five levels per chapter and five chapters in all. The sad
thing is as puzzle game's go Wayward Manor just doesn't hit the mark in any respect. Levels are too easier and can barely even
be described as puzzles. All you end up doing is clicking the various objects in the room at the right time to scare which ever
family member is in the room. The more scares you accumulate, the more clickable objects become available to you.

The major issue with Wayward Manor is inherent in it's game design. Any good puzzler across the board whether indie or not
has one major game design element in common, the progression of mechanics. The whole point of puzzlers is to take a
mechanic and as the game progresses, add too it. Introduce new elements to that mechanic, introduce new difficulty. Sadly
Wayward simply doesn't and the entire game is little more than a pointless point and click seemingly unsure of what it wants to
be.

One thing that irks me in particular is that in a game about haunting the inhabitants of a maision. The utter lack of interactivity
and dare I say creativity in terms of the gameplay shocks me most. As I ghost I want to be able to do more that shake a suit of
armor just by clicking it. The entire game feels like a poor iOS title rather than a indie PC game.

On top of its lacking and ultimately repetitive gameplay, Wayward sadly suffers in the graphical department too. I was
expecting more from both The Odd Gentlemen and Neil Gaiman in this regard. Both the visuals and soundtrack lack any real
depth, there's no soul in the games characters, no atmosphere in the soundtrack. Graphically the game also suffers from an array
of bugs and glaring oversights which just simply cannot be forgiven. One such oversight is at the completion of the level when
you click the final skull and all the furniture begins to spin around the room, everything just clips right through the wall. It really
does destroy what little immersion the game actually produces.

Sadly the biggest disappointment for me was Wayward Manor's story. I thought with Neil Gaiman on-board at the very least
there would have been a good story, after all this is the author that brought us things like Coraline. However like the rest of the
game, the story is just lacking in every respect. There's no depth, no character, no life to it thus ultimately it's just bland and
disappointing. The whole story feels like it is tacked on to give purpose to the endless clicking of objects.

Overall Wayward Manor as an idea had tons of potential but in practice as a indie game, simply did not amount to any of it. The
whole game oozes rushed, underdeveloped ideas and mechanics. Its easy difficulty and lack of content combined with a weak,
soulless story leaves me with an utter feeling of disappointment.
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It feels like there is a potential for a good game but dull colours combined with absolutely terrible coma-inducing music make it
difficult to focus on what's going on. I suppose that it very well may be original music from the period, prolly some classic
composer too, but for me it feels like a poor choice for a background music in a military game. Shadowhand (being also a
solitaire) has also a classical-theme music background but it's so much better.. Loved this game. Cute point and click game with
a sweet back story meets HOG. I hope they make another!!. Man. This is a weird game. If you are into Philip K♥♥♥♥♥♥at
all, don't bother reading any more reviews, just buy this. If you're on the fence, read on.

Californium is a game that looks like walking sim going in, turns out to be a bit more of a puzzle game, but with a few sections
that require an eagle eye and twitch FPS reflexes. But you can't jump and you can't die. So it's like a walking sim again. It's a
weird mishmash, totally unique. The graphics are very stylized, drenched with pastels and primary colors, and the NPCs are all
Doom-era sprites with only a front. This means no matter where you are on the map, they will be looking directly at you. Can
you feel the paranoia?

It's not just paranoia that makes it PKD-inspired. It's druggy and hallucinatory and baffling. It's a relatively short game with very
little dialog, but it goes to all the places you want it to - mind control, psychosis, authoritarianism, propaganda, artificial
intelligence, God and the nature of reality itself. It's ambitious, but doesn't try to bite off more than it can chew. Everything is
executed simply but perfectly.

One thing i have to give extra props to is how expertly the game messes with your FOV and uses animated textures to make you
feel like you are permanently hungover. It makes for a very disorienting, dreamlike experience. Then the final level completely
deconstructs the whole world. I don't think they're messing with the gravity, but the map is just so weirdly shaped it feels like
you're constantly toppling over. It's ♥♥♥♥ing brilliant. Some of the best level design i've seen since NaissanceE. Sadly that
level is very short, but it's an awesome ending to a very stylish (and occasionally infuriatingly) game.

Hey, even if you're not into Philip K♥♥♥♥♥♥ just buy it.. Achievments don't work.

EDIT:
They work now as of 8\/20\/17. This game is fantastic, the world and the characters are extremely unique. There’s a bit of a
twist with this game versus other point n click games, you have abilities that evolve depending on how you play the game. These
make puzzles more interesting and it also brings a good amount of replay-ability to the game.

10/10 would recommend :)

Patch 26 - Info Panels - v0.6.3 Changelog:
Today we finally released a feature many people asked in the last weeks: the Info Panels!
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It is now possible to click on most in-game entities to learn more about what's happening in the restaurant! That will allow all
you chefs to better tune your restaurant and increase your profits!

We also balanced late game contents and fixed a couple issues!

Changelog

Added Info Panels: players can now click on in-game entities to learn more about their stats and what they are
doing.

Improved the visual effects on tools in use and made them closely reflect the actual number of slots used.

Balanced staff salaries.

Balanced tools' slots.

Reduced the Popularity needed to unlock Popularity Events.

Balanced the cost of all tools.

Fixed the Summary Panels showing some erroneous data.

. Patch 03 - Changelog:
Here's another patch for Chef!

Changelog
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Added an extensive guided tutorial helping new players to learn all the basics of Chef.

Fixed a bug on the menu which prevented recipes to be placed in the correct Menu Section

Fixed a bug on the menu which misplaced recipes in wrong Menu Sections.

Menu Section in the left part of the Menu have the same order as the buttons on the right part.

Slightly improved performances.

Set a maximum amount of customer info shown in the Stat panel, to prevent performance issues while opening it.

Fixed the wrong Seats number on restaurant load.

Fixed Stats panel not opening properly on first start

Fixed tooltips drawing outside the screen.

Fixed a minor issue with beverages stats.

The game can now be pause pressing the SPACE key

Fixed a minor issue which allowed character to finish their current animation while the game was paused.

. City Map - Major Update Available!:
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We are happy to announce that the first Major Update for Chef is finally available! You will now be able to explore the entire
city, choose in which District you want your restaurant to be, and then amass Popularity to slowly extend your influence across
the whole town!

Each District is characterized by a specific amount of potential customers and unique stats. By earning Influence Points you will
be able to increase your restaurant's customer pool by acquiring the customers available in neighbouring Districts!
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And after you managed to add them to your pool, you can now decide who can come and who should go away. We reworked the
customers generation system, introducing the Attractiveness: adjust your Menu and your Policies to lure specific group of
customers, while sending away unwanted guests. Thanks to many new Perks, you will now have a much better control over the
target you want to aim for! Goodbye Cheapskates!
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This update also includes a plethora of other fixes and improvements, including an overhaul of several UIs!

Changelog:

Created the City Map system, allowing players to extend their influence across a city with more than 140
different Districts

Improved the Customers generation system, introducing the concept of Attractiveness, to allow player to
strategically tune their Menu and Policies to aim for specific Customer Groups.
   
Reworked the Event UI in both aesthetics and functionality.

Reworked the Summary UI in both aesthetics and functionality.

Added two more informative panels in the Summary UI, one for Customers and one for Recipes.

Reworked the End of the Day Ui to be consistent with changes made on the Summary UI.

Completely reworked how restaurant perks works: they are now available both depending on the related to both each
single restaurant and the district where the restaurant is.
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Changed the sensitivity settings when placing items on the wall, to prevent minor issues and allow for a more precise
placing.

Added several dynamic perks in the menu, allowing players to apply even more strategy when building their menu.

Unlocked items are now shown at the top of each furnishing subpanel.

Added several images to enhance the flavor of all events

Tutorials have been reworked with clear images showing what to do and where to find things

Added several restaurant perks.

Added several missing strings.

Fixed the missing string bug on ChefAdvisor.

Improved performances in the Recipe Editor reducing the load on the CPU

Fixed some ingredient matches not working properly.

Fixed Jiaozi Recipe ingredients.

Fixed Mooncakes Recipe ingredients.

Added all missing templates in pre-made recipes.

Reworked the ingredient list in the Recipe Editor to improve its clarity always showing all Taste values.

Fixed the loading screen at startup.

Added an additional fail-safe measure to prevent people to get stuck around the restaurant.

. Patch 13 - v0.5.3.9 Changelog:
New day, new patch for Chef!

Changelog

Experimental: we created a failsafe measure to prevent blocking issues. At 4am the game remove all customers and
ongoing actions in the restaurant, allowing to proceed to the next day.

Fixed a waiter missing half head (not save compatible)

Fixed missing tag for Carbs skills

Rebalanced customer frequency to let popularity have a bigger impact.

Fixed an issue with the tutorial not activating properly.

. Patch 09 - v0.5.3.5 Changelog:
Today we analyzed future tasks, reorganized our roadmap adding many suggestions, and we will share it with you very soon. But
that doesn't mean we didn't save some time to fix a few issues!
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Changelog

Fixed some issues with Millefeuille and Ice Cream templates corrupting saves.

Cheesecakes now correctly appear in the menu once they are created (not save compatible, if cheesecakes are locked for
you the easiest solution is to unlock the Gelatine ingredient).

Fixed some strings around the game.

Specializing in Carbs no longer lures Cheapskates.

Custom Recipes can now deleted only if no customer has ordered or is eating them, to prevent gamebreaking issues.

Fixed a rare issue preventing the game to save properly.

Fixed the save panel to let the player see the save name correctly without losing 4 dioptres.

.  Patch 19 - v0.5.4.5 Changelog:
Here's a new patch, bringing some fixes!

Changelog

Fixed the issue related to people now being seated properly when loading a game.

Tables status is now loaded properly.

Fixed an issue with doubled tools in the Furnishing Panel after moving to another restaurant.

Fixed an issue allowing to unlock Templates without actually spending skill points on them.

Carbs skills now work properly.

Fixed the "Nut" Tag icon.

.  Patch 22 - v0.5.4.8 Changelog:
We released a new patch, addressing several issues and bringing some small features! In the meantime we keep working on the
first major update of the game: the city map!

Changelog

Placing items is now easier and pressing Shift allow for a precise placement of all items.

Fixed some issues related to pausing and resuming the game

Added an alert to inform the player in case the menu setup brought all potential customers to zero.

Added an alert to inform the player in case there's a missing tool in the kitchen that's needed for some recipes.

Achievements can now be properly unlocked, but they do appear once the game is closed. We are aware of the issue and
will soon fix it, but in the meantime they can finally be unlocked!

.  Patch 18 - v0.5.4.4 Changelog:
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While we are working on the first big updates for Chef, we found some time to fix some issues and release a new patch!

Changelog

Fixed an issue related to savegames which could reduce the kitchen's performances

Added a graphic option to select the details of organic models, to let the game run smoother on low-end GPUs.

Fixed the "internal shadows" option to work properly.

Fixed the popularity perk not updating in the Restaurants Panel

.  Patch 24 - v0.5.4.10 Changelog:
We just uploaded a patch with a few fixes!

Changelog

Added a proper feedback when trying to unpause the game that is blocked by an important alert.

Tables will now occupy less space.

Made a few changes to the navigation system to some rare issues with both staff and customers blocking on place until
the game is reloaded.

Cooking time of recipes is now displayed properly in the tooltip on the left side of the Menu Panel.
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